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The event, ongoing from May 30 to June 12, will include several highly sought-after and limited-edition handbags  from Chanel, Fendi and Louis
Vuitton, among others . Image credit: Chris tie's
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Handbag reseller Rebag is partnering with a premiere luxury auction house on an exclusive auction.

The company has unveiled a curated selection of luxury handbags chosen with Christie's upcoming "Handbags
Online: The New York Edit" online auction in mind. The event, ongoing from May 30 to June 12, will include several
highly sought-after and limited-edition handbags from Chanel, Fendi and Louis Vuitton, among others.

"We are thrilled to be partnering with the iconic Christie's auction house to offer an exclusive, unparalleled
assortment of rare and highly-coveted handbags," said Charles Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag, in a statement.

"Collectors will relish the opportunity to secure the most exceptional pieces in our expertly-vetted inventory,
particularly rare and limited edition designer styles."

Rebag x Christie's
Among the luxury listings is an especially noteworthy inclusion from French fashion and leather goods house
Herms.

Valued between $170,000 and $220,000, the "Herms Perspective Cavalire Kellywood 22" is considered one of the
most valuable luxury handbags in the world. Sporting the label's signature Perspective Cavalire pattern on its front
panel, with a body of solid beechwood, the six-color leather kit is  incredibly intricate in design and execution.

Christie's online resale event marks the bag's debut appearance at an American auction.
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A post shared by Rebag (@rebagofficial)

Among the other high-profile holdalls that will be auctioned off are the Herms Matte White Himalaya Niloticus
Crocodile Birkin, expected to sell for $90,000 and $120,000, and a pale pink Alligator Chanel Classic Jumbo Double
Flap, which features a starting ask of $10,000.

Among others, the "Virgil Abloh Monogram Mirror Louis Vuitton Cotteville 40" is also up for grabs. The unit could
fetch anywhere between $7,000 and $10,000 at auction.

Christie's continues to level up its luxury division, having just appointed a new chairman after successfully poaching
the former CEO of Sotheby's Asia (see story).
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